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Information 

PARTICIPANT VALUES: 

 BE Committed to the Group 

 BE Ready to Add Value to Each Member 

 BE on Time 

 BE Free of Your Cell Phone 

 BE Encouraging 

 BE Willing to Learn from Other Members 

 

 

EXPECTATIONS:  This will be a life changing Mastermind if I... 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Information 

MY MASTERMIND MEMBERS: 

 

Name      Phone  Email 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

“Have the humility to learn from those around you.” – John C. Maxwell 
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Introduction 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

“Everything rises and falls on Leadership.” John Maxwell 

 

Leadership makes a _______________. 

 

Discussion: 

In what ways do you currently add value to your leadership? 

 

 

 

 

Why should you go through all of this trouble to learn about leadership? 
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Chapter 1 

If It’s Lonely at the Top, 
You’re Not Doing 
Something Right 

Chapter 1: 

IF IT’S LONELY AT THE TOP, YOU’RE NOT DOING 

SOMETHING RIGHT 

 

Discuss how you feel about this statement: “Don’t get too close to your 

people”. 

 

LONELINESS IS NOT A LEADERSHIP ISSUE 

 

1. Loneliness is not a ____________ issue; it’s a _____________ issue. 

 What types of personalities tend to hold on to a positional level? 

2. What kind of leader would leave everyone behind and take the journey 

alone?  

    A __________ one. 

 How can you identify a selfish leader? 

 

3. Lifting people to a _____ _________ is required for effective leadership. 

 How does a leader lift a follower to a higher level? 

 

 

TRUTHS ABOUT THE TOP 

 

1. No one ever got to the _________ alone. 
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Chapter 1 

If It’s Lonely at the Top, 
You’re Not Doing 
Something Right 

 When was the last time you asked for help? 

 

2. Making it to the top is essential to taking ________ to the top. 

 Give an example of how you helped someone else make it to the top. 

 

3. Taking people to the top is more fulfilling than _________ __________. 

 What would you risk getting others to the top? 

 

4. Much of the time __________ are not at the top. 

 When you lead a team – are you above, below or in-between your team? 

 

ADVICE TO LONELY LEADERS 

 

1. Avoid ___________ thinking. 

Do you agree with the following statement? “An individual who takes a 

relational approach to leadership will never be lonely”. Why or Why not? 

 

2. Realize the ______________ of success and failure. 

 

Success can be dangerous – and so can failure. How do you respond to 

failure? 

 

3. Understand that you are in the _______________ business. 

If you don’t value others, how can you expect to go to the top? 
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Chapter 1 

If It’s Lonely at the Top, 
You’re Not Doing 
Something Right 

4. Buy into the Law of _______________. 

Do you have employees or teammates?  

 

5. Loneliness on the part of a leader is a _____________. 

Do you choose to take the journey with or without others? 

 

 

 

 

 

APPLICATION: 

Are you better at the science or art of leadership? 

 

Why do you want to be at the top? 

 

How big is your dream? 

 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 2 & 3 for our next Mastermind group session.  
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Chapter 2 

The Toughest Person to 

Lead is Always Yourself 

Chapter 2: 

THE TOUGHEST PERSON TO LEAD IS ALWAYS YOURSELF 

 

Discussion: Have you experienced instances of “What is their problem? 

Why don’t they “get it” and get on with it?” What did you learn from that 

experience? 

 

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF 

 

“If we are honest with ourselves, we’ll admit that the toughest person to 

lead is ourselves.” John Maxwell 

 

1. We don’t see _______________ as we see others. 

If you don’t look at yourself realistically, how will you understand where 

your personal difficulties lie? 

 

2. We are harder on ____________ than we are on ourselves. 

Do you let yourself off the hook after a difficult time? How? 

 

KEYS TO LEADING YOURSELF 

 

Do you find it hard to get out of your own way? 

 

Prerequisite to leading others: 
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Chapter 2 

The Toughest Person to 

Lead is Always Yourself 

1. Learn _______________. 

Only a leader who has followed well knows how to lead others well. 

Leaders who have not followed well, tend to be: (1) Prideful; (2) 

Unrealistic; (3) Rigid; (4) Autocratic. 

 

Discuss examples of followership you have experienced. 

 

2. Develop _____________________. 

 How have you developed self-discipline? 

 

3. Practice _______________. 

When we are foolish, we want to conquer the world. When we are wise, 

we want to conquer _______________.  

 

Where are you in the area of patience? 

 

4. Seek _______________. 

People who lead themselves well know a secret; they can’t trust 

_______________.  

 

How do you define accountability for yourself? For others? 

 

What is some of the best advice you have received? 
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Chapter 2 

The Toughest Person to 

Lead is Always Yourself 

APPLICATION: 

How clearly do you see yourself? 

 

Where do you need to grow? 

 

How well do you take advice? 

 

Ask five to ten friends, colleagues, and family members to evaluate you 

using the levels mentioned in the chapter. Each of the following is worth the 

number beside it: 

1. You don’t want advice. 

2. You don’t object to advice. 

3. You welcome advice. 

4. You actively seek advice. 

5. You often follow the advice given to you. 

 

Average their scores. If your average is below a 4, you need to improve in 

this area. Begin enlisting others in your information-gathering process 

before you make decisions. 
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Chapter 3 

Defining Moments 

Define Your Leadership 

Chapter 3: 

DEFINING MOMENTS DEFINE YOUR LEADERSHIP 

 

“In every age, there comes a time when a leader must come forward to meet the needs 

of the hour. Therefore, there is no potential leader who does not have an opportunity to 

make a positive difference in society. Tragically, there are times when a leader does not 

rise to the hour.” – Winston Churchill. 

 

HOW WILL YOU BE DEFINED? 

 

Critical moments that help to form us and to inform others about who we 

are: 

 

1. Defining moments ___________ us who we really are. 

 

Name one defining moment where you surprised yourself by your 

reaction. 

 

2. Defining moments ____________ to others who we are. 

Can you identify a time when your actions had a dramatic effect on 

others? 

 

3. Defining moments _______________ who we will become.  

What changes have you gone through that stayed with you? 
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Chapter 3 

Defining Moments 

Define Your Leadership 

MOMENTS THAT DEFINED ME 

 

1. Some defining moments were _______________ breakers. 

Defining moments are intersections that give us an opportunity to turn, 

change direction, and seek a new destination. 

 

What ground breaking moment have you experienced that was a catalyst 

for change? 

 

2. Some defining moments were ___________ breakers. 

Have you experienced a heart-breaking moment? Positive or Negative? 

How did the experience define you? 

 

3. Some defining moments were _______________ breakers. 

In strategizing with others, have you taken an idea, seized it and had 

success?  

 

 

4. Some defining moments were _____________ breakers. 

What type of chart breaking moment have you experienced that changed 

the lives of others? 
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Chapter 3 

Defining Moments 

Define Your Leadership 

DEFINING YOUR MOMENTS 

 

Leaders become better leaders when they experience a defining moment 

and respond to it correctly. 

  

You can choose how you will handle defining moments when they come, 

and you can take steps to prepare for them. Here’s how: 

 

1. Reflect on defining moments from the _______________. 

 

How has your past experiences helped you to handle defining moments? 

 

2. Prepare for defining moments in the _______________. 

 

How do you prepare to handle crisis before they happen? 

 

3. Make the most of defining moments in the _______________. 

 

Expand on the statement: “It is in moments of risk that the greatest 

leaders are often born”. 

 

At every defining moment, you must ask one question: 

 

 What did I learn? 
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Chapter 3 

Defining Moments 

Define Your Leadership 

APPLICATION: 

What is your track record? Look back on your life and the decision you’ve 

made at critical moments. For each, note: 

 The situation 

 Your decision or response 

 The result 

 

How are you managing your decision? Create a list of choices you will 

make based on your values and priorities. Post your list where you will see 

it every morning. Review the list daily for a month and manage your 

moment-to-moment decisions based on your choices. 

 

How prepared are you for the future defining moments? Think about how 

you will make the most of these opportunities. 

 

 Ground breakers – opportunities to do something new. 

 Heart breakers – opportunities to reevaluate priorities. 

 Cloud breakers – opportunities for a clear vision. 

 Chart breakers – opportunities to go to a new level. 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 4 & 5 for our next Mastermind group session.  
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Chapter 4 

When You Get Kicked 
in the Rear, You Know 

You’re Out in Front 

Chapter 4: 

WHEN YOU GET KICKED IN THE REAR, YOU KNOW 

YOU’RE NOT OUT IN FRONT 

 

“One of the prices of leadership is criticism. When spectators watch a race, where do 

they focus their attention? On the frontrunners. Few people pay close attention to the 

racers who are out on contention.” 

 

HOW DO YOU HANDLE CRITICISM? 

Not everyone handles criticism the same way.  

 

1. Some try to _______________ it.  

    Why do you think people ignore criticism? 

 

2. Some try to _______________ themselves against it.  

    Is there a benefit to defending criticism? 

 

3. Others use a __________ remark to put a critic in his place.  

    Have you ever used humor to deter criticism? 

 

4. But no matter what, if you are a leader, you will have to ________ with 

criticism.  

Give some examples of ways to deal with criticism. 
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Chapter 4 

When You Get Kicked 
in the Rear, You Know 

You’re Out in Front 

HOW TO HOLD UP UNDER CRITICISM 

 “Criticism is something you can avoid easily – by saying nothing, doing nothing and 

being nothing.” – Aristotle 

 

1. Know yourself – This is a _______________ issue. 

    What weaknesses do you have and what will you do about it? 

 

2. Change yourself – This is a _______________ issue.  

What kind of criticism are you dealing with and how are you using it to 

grow? 

  

    Here are some questions I ask to determine what kind of criticism it is: 

a. ___________ criticized me? 

b. ___________ was the criticism given? 

c. ___________ was it given? 

 

People can change for the better only when they are open to improvement. 

For that reason, when I am criticized, I try to maintain the right attitude by: 

 Not being _______________ 

 Looking for the grain of ___________ 

 Making the necessary ____________ 

 Taking the ______  _________ 

 

3. Accept yourself – This is a _______________ issue. 
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Chapter 4 

When You Get Kicked 
in the Rear, You Know 

You’re Out in Front 

4. Forget yourself – This is a _______________ issue. 

What will we gain by not focusing on ourselves? 

 

 

APPLICATION: 

What are your deficiencies?  

 

Where do you fall short as a person and a leader? 

 

How secure are you as a leader? Give an example. 

 

How can you properly process criticism?  

 

 

Use the three questions from the chapter to determine whether come 

criticism can be helpful to you: 

 Who criticized me? 

 How was the criticism given? 

 Why was it given? 
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Chapter 5 

Never Work a Day in 

Your Life 

Chapter 5: 

NEVER WORK A DAY IN YOUR LIFE 

 

“I never did a day’s work in my life. It was all fun!” – Thomas Edison 

 

FOLLOWING MY PASSION 

 

Following your passion is the key to finding your potential. 

What is your definition of success? 

 

CREATING A BREAKTHROUGH 

 

What was a significant event that you were able to turn into an 

unforgettable one? 

 

Passion is an incredible __________ for any person, but especially for 

leaders. Passion __________ us in ways that the following assets can’t: 

What does a leader need to succeed? 

 

John says, “When I think back on my career, I recognize that passion has 

enabled me to do the following: 

 

 ____________ things I would not have believed. 

 ____________ things I would not have felt. 
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Chapter 5 

Never Work a Day in 

Your Life 

 ____________ things I would not have attempted. 

 ____________ things I would not have accomplished. 

 ____________ people I would not have met. 

 ____________ people I would not have motivated. 

 ____________ people I would not have led.” 

 

Where is your passion leading you?  

 

Can you add something that passion has enabled you to do to the above 

list? 

 

FORGET THE MONEY – FOLLOW YOUR PASSION 

 

1. When people ___________ what they are truly passionate about, it 

makes all the _______________. 

 

How can pursuing your passion make a difference in your life? In the life 

of others? 

 

2. Passion ________ them with ___________ and desire. 

 

What does passion fill you with? 
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Chapter 5 

Never Work a Day in 

Your Life 

3. It gives them the ________ to win. 

 

How do you energize those around you? 

 

4. The greatest job is one where you’re not sure where the ________ is 

between __________ and _____________. 

 

APPLICATION: 

What is your true passion? 

 

How much passion do you have for your current work? 

90% or above: You are in your sweet spot – celebrate! 

75%-89%: Make minor adjustments to align with your passion. 

50%-74%: You need to make major adjustments. 

49% or less: You need a job or career change. 

 

How can you follow your passion? 

 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 6 & 7 for our next Mastermind group session.  
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Chapter 6 

The Best Leaders Are 

Listeners 

Chapter 6: 

THE BEST LEADERS ARE LISTENERS 

 

“Many leaders are terrible listeners; they actually think talking is more important than 

listening. But contrarian leaders know it is better to listen first and talk later. And when 

they listen, they do so artfully.” – Steven Sample 

 

WHY LISTENERS ARE MORE EFFECTIVE LEADERS 

 

1. Understanding people _______________ leading them. 

If you want to be more effective connecting with people, what steps can 

you take to make sure you understand them first? 

 

2. Listening is the best way to _______________. 

Are you an attentive listener? 

 

3. Listening can keep _______________ from escalating. 

If you haven’t formed the habit of listening – carefully and intelligently – 

how will you get the facts you need? 

 

4. Listening establishes ______________. 

“Listening builds trust, the foundation of all lasting relationships.” – Brian Tracy 

 

How can you make sure your followers know you are listening to them? 
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Chapter 6 

The Best Leaders Are 

Listeners 

5. Listening can _______________ the organization. 

 

Is it possible to be a leader without being a listener?  

 

Is it possible to be a good leader without listening? 

 

 

 

APPLICATION: 

Give yourself a listening audit.  The next few times you are in meetings, ask 

your assistant or a colleague to track how many minutes you spend 

speaking and how many minutes you spend listening. 

 

Who doesn’t feel listened to?  

 

The next time you have a conversation with people you work or live with, 

stop everything you’re doing, give them your undivided attention, and look 

them in the eye as they speak. Ask if you’ve neglected to listen in the past, 

and then let them talk. 
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Chapter 7 

Get in the Zone and 
Stay There 

 

Chapter 7: 

GET IN THE ZONE AND STAY THERE 

 

Can you remember the first lesson you ever learned about leadership? 

Discuss this with your group. 

 

SEARCHING FOR STRENGTHS 

 

No matter if you’re just starting out or if you are at the peak of your career, 

the more you work in your ________ zone, the more successful you will be. 

 

What are some of your strengths? 

 

DEFINING PERSONAL SUCCESS 

 

Success is: 

Knowing your _______________ in life, 

Growing to your maximum _______________, and 

Sowing _______________ that benefit others. 

 

What happens when you spend all your time working on your weaknesses 

and never develop your strengths? 
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Chapter 7 

Get in the Zone and 
Stay There 

 

FINDING YOUR OWN STRENGTH ZONE 

 

1. Ask, “What am I doing ___________?” 

    What are you doing well? 

 

2. Get _____________ 

Are you operating on the fringes of your strength zone? 

 

3. Listen for what others _______________. 

    How can you tell when you’re overlooking a skill or talent? 

 

4. Check out the _______________. 

Are others doing what I am doing? 

 

Are they doing it well? 

 

Are they doing it better than I am? 

 

Can I become better than they are? 

 

If I do become better, what will be the result? If I don’t become better, 

what will be the result? 
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Chapter 7 

Get in the Zone and 
Stay There 

 

TO BE A SUCCESSFUL LEADER, FIND AND DEVELOP THE 

STRENGTH ZONES OF YOUR PEOPLE 

 

1. Study and ___________ the people on your team. 

How have you determined your people’s strengths and weaknesses?  

 

Do they have potential room for growth? 

 

2. Communicate to individuals how _________ ______ on the team. 

What are the strengths that they bring to the table?  

 

3. Communicate to all team members how _____ _______ fits on the team. 

Which team member needs to hear how they bring value to the team? 

 

4. Emphasize _________ one another above _________ with one another. 

How do you know when competition has gone to far? 

 

How can you encourage healthy competition between teammates? 
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Chapter 7 

Get in the Zone and 
Stay There 

 

APPLICATION: 

Have you identified your strength zone? 

 

How specific can you get? 

 

Is your job utilizing your strengths?  

 

List three things you do well in your job.  

 

Now ask yourself these three questions: 

1. Are you doing them more or less? 

2. Are you developing them more or less? 

3. Are you bringing others around who complement your strengths? 

 

Are you leading team members into their strength zones? 

 

 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 8 & 9 for our next Mastermind group session. 
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Chapter 8 

A Leader’s First 
Responsibility is to 

Define Reality 
 

Chapter 8: 

A LEADER’S FIRST RESPONSIBILITY IS TO DEFINE 

REALITY 

 

What is your definition of reality? 

 

YOU CAN’T DEFINE WHAT YOU DON’T SEE 

 

Six Rules for Successful Leadership: 

 

1. Control your ___________, or someone else will. 

2. Face ___________ as it is, not as it was or as you wish it were. 

3. Be ____________ with everyone. 

4. Don’t ____________, lead. 

5. Change ____________ you have to. 

6. If you don’t have a _____________ advantage, don’t compete. 

 

Do you have something that you refer to when you are facing difficult 

decisions? 

 

VISION ≠ FANTASY 

 

If you are an optimistic, as I am, and you naturally encourage people, as I 

do, then you may need to take extra care to look reality in the eye and keep 

yourself grounded. Continually cast a realistic eye on … 
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Chapter 8 

A Leader’s First 
Responsibility is to 

Define Reality 
 

 

 The ____________ – it is often worse than you think. 

 The ____________ – it usually takes longer than you think. 

 The ____________ – it always costs more than you think. 

 

Are you an optimist? Please give an example of your optimism. 

 

REALITY CHECK 

 

“A time of turbulence is a dangerous time, but its greatest danger is a temptation to 

deny reality.” – Peter Drucker 

 

Questions to ask to help you define reality: 

 

1. What is ________ in this situation? Do other agree with my assessment? 

 

2. Can I __________ each issue? Can I break down reality to better 

understand it? 

 

3. Can the issues be _______? Separate the solvable from the unsolvable. 

 

4. What are the __________? Establish a game plan. 

 

5. Am I _________ to follow the game plan? My commitment as a leader is 

essential. 
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Chapter 8 

A Leader’s First 
Responsibility is to 

Define Reality 
 

6. Will my leadership team _________ the game plan? Their commitment 

as leaders is also essential. 

Why is this important? 

 

GUARDING AGAINST UNREALISTIC THINKING 

 

1. Admit my ___________. You can’t define reality if you won’t face reality. 

Have you come to terms with your weakness? 

 

2. Embrace ____________ people. 

Do you have members on your team that complete you? 

 

3. Ask for ____________ from others. 

Are you secure enough to ask for honesty?  

 

Are you secure enough to respond to it without defense? 

 

4. Invite “_________ ______” to check me out. 

Have you asked or paid outside consultants to come in, observe, and tell 

you what they see? 

 

Good __________ who lead great companies _________ reality and make 

_____________ accordingly. 
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Chapter 8 

A Leader’s First 
Responsibility is to 

Define Reality 
 

APPLICATION: 

What kind of thinker are you?  

 

On a scale of 1 (realism) to 10 (optimism), where are you? 

 

Who speaks truth in your life? 

 

Where do you need a reality check? 
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Chapter 9 

To See How a Leader is 
Doing, Look at the 

People 

Chapter 9: 

TO SEE HOW A LEADER IS DOING, LOOK AT THE PEOPLE 

 

“Everything rises and falls on leadership.”  

 

THE LEADER IS RESPONSIBLE 

 

1. When leaders are ___________, people they lead tend to be healthy. 

2. When leaders are _____________, so are their followers. 

3. People may _______ what they know, but they ________ what they are. 

4. The best leaders are highly ___________ about developing their people. 

 

    Are you better off now than you were four years ago? 

 

REVEALING QUESTIONS TO ASK ABOUT FOLLOWERS 

 

If you want to know how you’re doing as a leader, do it by asking the 

following four questions: 

 

1. Are the people ____________? 

a. All leaders have two common characteristics:  

i. first, they are going somewhere;  

ii. second, they are able to ___________ other people to go 

with them. 
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Chapter 9 

To See How a Leader is 
Doing, Look at the 

People 

b. As a leader, you should ____________ expect the loyalty of others 

before you have built a relationship and earned trust. 

 

      Have you looked behind you lately?  

 

Do you have followers? 

 

2. Are the people ____________? 

In what way are you always present to help facilitate the change process 

for your followers? 

 

3. Are the people ____________? 

     In what ways is growth a reflection of the leader? 

 

4. Are the people _______________? 

a. Leaders may __________ others when they succeed, but they impact 

others when their followers succeed. 

b. Leaders think ____________. 

c. Leadership is meant to _________ up others. 

 

    How do you measure yourself? 
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Chapter 9 

To See How a Leader is 
Doing, Look at the 

People 

APPLICATION: 

Are your people following you?  

 

How do you keep score? When you measure your success, do you think in 

terms of your personal effectiveness or your team’s? 

 

Do you believe in your people? You will not develop people if you do not 

believe in them. Take a look at the principles for people development and 

rate yourself for each item on a scale of 1 (low) to 10 (high): 

 

 High valuation of people – this is an attitude issue. 

 High commitment to people – this is a time issue. 

 High integrity with people – this is a character issue. 

 High standard for people – this is a goal-setting issue. 

 High influence over people – this is a leadership issue. 

 

For any principle with a score lower then an 8, write out a plan to correct 

the issue (attitude, time, character, goals, or leadership). 

 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 10 & 11 for our next Mastermind group session. 
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Chapter 10 

Don’t Send Your Ducks 

to Eagle School 

Chapter 10: 

DON’T SEND YOUR DUCKS TO EAGLE SCHOOL 

 

“Don’t spin your wheels trying to turn ducks into eagles!” 

 

WHY SOME DON’T SOAR 

 

Good people are __________, not changed. 

If you want good people, you have to ________ them. 

If you want ___________ people, you have to find them, not motivate them. 

 

THREE REASONS NOT TO SEND YOUR DUCKS TO EAGLE 

SCHOOL 

 

1. If you send ducks to eagle school, you will frustrate the ducks. 

What happens when you move people out of their strength zone in 

regard to comfort, strength, or effectiveness? 

 

 

2. If you send ducks to eagle school, you will frustrate the ___________. 

Think about your followers. Have you noticed those that stand out? Why 

do they stand out? 
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Chapter 10 

Don’t Send Your Ducks 

to Eagle School 

3. If you send your ducks to eagle school, you will frustrate ____________. 

Have you ever led people who never did rise up and fulfill your 

expectations? 

 

KNOW WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR 

 

How do you develop good leaders?  

 

How do you find potentially good leaders?  

 

Know what potential good leaders look like. 

 

1. As a leader, it is your _______________ to know what you’re looking for. 

    What type of leader do you look for? 

 

2. You need to know what ____________ and _______________ are 

present in leaders who are successful in your industry. 

Have you studied successful leaders in your industry? What did you find? 

 

3. It’s very important for a leader to get the ___________ people in the 

organization and put them in the right _______________. 

What is the downfall of having ducks in a leadership position? 

 

If you can’t find any potential eagles within your organization, what steps 

should you take? 
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Chapter 10 

Don’t Send Your Ducks 

to Eagle School 

APPLICATION: 

Who have you put in the wrong place? 

 

Do you need to free some eagles to soar and ducks to swim? 

 

Do you know what potential leaders look like? 

 

 

Good leaders and potential leaders display the following characteristics: 

 Adaptability – Quickly adjusts to change. 

 Discernment – Understand the real issues. 

 Perspective – Sees beyond their own vantage point. 

 Communication – Links to all levels of the organization. 

 Security – Does not find identity in position. 

 Servanthood – Does whatever it takes. 

 Resourcefulness – Finds creative ways to make things happen. 

 Maturity – Puts the Team before Self. 

 Endurance – Remains consistent in character and competence over the 

long haul. 

 Countability – Can be counted on when it counts. 

 

If you see people who display most of these characteristics, you care 

probably looking at people with great leadership potential. 
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Chapter 12 

Your Biggest Mistake is 
Not Asking What 

Mistake You’re Making 

Chapter 11: 

KEEP YOUR MIND ON THE MAIN THING 

 

John mentions the professor who was teaching the Pareto principle, also 

known as the 80/20 principle. As he explained its impact, John’s eyes were 

opened. He explained that: 

 

 80 percent of traffic jams occur on 20 percent of the roads. 

 80 percent of beer is consumed by 20 percent of drinkers. 

 80 percent of classroom participation comes from 20 percent of students.  

 80 percent of time you wear 20 percent of your clothes. 

 80 percent of the profits come from only 20 percent of the customers. 

 80 percent of problems are generated by 20 percent of the employees. 

 80 percent of sales are generated by 20 percent of the salespeople. 

 80 percent of all decisions can be made on 20 percent of the information. 

 

Which principle above do you relate to the most? Why? 

 

FINDING THE MAIN THING 

 

1. I determined not to know _______________. 

Who is your right-hand person?  

 

Do you have the right person in place? 
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2. I determined not to know everything ___________. 

Where are you hesitating to make a decision because you don’t have all 

the facts? 

 

3. I determined to let someone _____________ me. 

How does insecurity hamper this decision? 

 

4. I determined to stay with my strengths and not work on my __________. 

How much of your day is focused on your strengths? 

 

5. I determined to take charge of what took my ______ and ____________. 

How do you decide if someone else can be your representative, even 

when the pressure is on and the stakes are high? 

 

APPLICATION: 

What kinds of things occupy your time? 

 

Take a look at your calendar and to-do lists from last month. For every 

block of time, determine how your activities could be categorized according 

to the following list: 

 Something I was told in school that I ought to do. 

 Something other people want me to do. 

 Something I see other successful people doing. 

 Something I know I should be doing. 
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Remember your time should be spent on things that are required, bring a 

high return, or are highly rewarding. 

 

Are you focused on strengths? 

 

Once you know what activities play to your strengths, then ask yourself the 

following questions: 

 Am I doing them more or less? 

 Am I developing them more or less? 

 Am I bringing others around me who complement these strengths? 

 Am I enlisting others who compensate for my weaknesses? 

 

Are you stuck in the middle?  

 

 

Are you determined to know everything that goes on in your organization or 

department? If so, you are limiting yourself as a leader. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 12 & 13 for our next Mastermind group session. 
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Chapter 12: 

YOUR BIGGEST MISTAKE IS NOT ASKING WHAT MISTAKE 

YOU’RE MAKING 

 

“You’re making the mistake of thinking you won’t make any mistakes.” 

John Maxwell 

 

IGNORANCE ISN’T BLISS 

When you’re young and idealistic, you think you can lead better than many 

of the people who have led others before you. 

 I gave little thought to what might go wrong. 

 I assumed that the “right way” would be mistake-free. 

 I did not acknowledge mistakes I made to myself or others. 

 I was not learning from my mistakes. 

 I was not helping others by teaching lessons learned from my mistakes. 

As a leader, how are you making a mistake by not asking what mistake 

you’re making? 

 

RECIPE FOR SUCCESSFUL FAILURE 

 

Everyone makes _____________ – large and small. 

To cause _______________ damage, fail to admit it! 

If you want to learn to fail _______________ and handle the mistakes you 

do make with maximum profit, then you need to do the following five things: 
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1. Admit your own _____________ and _______________. 

Have you clearly articulated your goals?  

Have you given your people enough resources and training? 

 

2. Accept mistakes as the price of _______________. 

Do you view failure as a healthy, inevitable part of the process of getting 

to the top? How? 

 

3. Insist on _______________ from your mistakes. 

What mistakes have you repeated and had to learn from the second (or 

third) time around? 

 

4. Ask yourself and others, “what are we _____________?” 

Are you asking tough enough questions? 

 

5. Give the people around you _______________ to push back. 

Have you created an environment where mistakes are not only allowed, but 

they are encouraged and accepted as the price of progress? Please 

provide an example. 

 

“If a person will begin with certainties, he will end in doubts; but if he will be content to 

begin with doubts, he will end in certainties.” – Sir Francis Bacon 
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APPLICATION: 

What is your attitude toward mistakes? 

 

Are you owning up to your mistakes? 

 

Are you getting the best ideas from your subordinates? 
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Chapter 13: 

DON’T MANAGE YOUR TIME – MANAGE YOUR LIFE 

 

“Nothing else distinguishes effective executives as much as  

their tender loving care of time.” – Peter Drucker 

 

CHANGE IN PERSPECTIVE 

 

Time cannot be ____________. It cannot be ____________ in any way.  

Twenty-four hours is the __________ any of us is going to get. 

Nothing separates successful people from unsuccessful people more than 

how they use their ___________. 

Are you getting the best use of your time? 

 

GOOD LEADERS CANNOT BE BAD SELF-MANAGERS 

 

People who manage themselves _________ often are guilty of the 

following three things: 

1. They ___________ their uniqueness doing what others want them to do. 

In what ways do you protect your time? 

 

2. They ruin their effectiveness by doing _______________ things. 
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How do you judge whether something is worthy of your time and 

attention? 

 

 

3. They reduce their ________ by doing things without coaching or training. 

Life management begins with an awareness of __________ and of the 

____________ we should make to be a good steward of it.  

 

Those who do well at it do things that: 

i. Advance their overall purpose in life – this helps them grow. 

ii. Underscore their values – this brings them fulfillments. 

iii. Maximize their strengths – this makes them effective. 

iv. Increate their happiness – this gives them better health. 

v. Equip and coach others – this compounds their productivity. 

vi. Add value to others – this increases their influence. 

How much targeted training or coaching are you providing to your 

people? 
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APPLICATION: 

Are you squandering your time? Use the 3-step guide to evaluate your next 

week. 

 

Are you getting help where you need it? 

 

How do you decide how to spend your time?  

 

Are you using a process similar to the three-step process? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 14 & 15 for our next Mastermind group session. 
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Chapter 14: 

KEEP LEARNING TO KEEP LEADING 

 

“You know, John, people don’t grow automatically,” Kurt explained. “To grow, you have 

to be intentional.” 

 

If you want to be a good leader, you’ve got to be a good ______________. 

If you don’t have a plan for __________ growth, then don’t expect to grow! 

What’s your plan? 

 

 

HOW WILL YOU GROW? 

As you seek to learn and grow as a leader, John offers the following 

suggestions: 

1. Invest in ______________ first. 

If you are in no shape to lead well, where does that leave your followers? 

 

2. Be a continual _______________. 

What kind of attitude do you have when it comes to learning?  
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People fall into one of three zones: 

 The Challenge Zone: “I attempt to do what I haven’t done before.” 

 The Comfort Zone: “I do what I already know I can do.” 

 The Coasting Zone: “I don’t even do what I’ve done before.” 

One of the great dangers of life is believing that you have arrived.  

 

What does mean to you as a leader? 

 

3. Create a growth _______________ for the people you lead. 

What does a positive growth environment look like? 

 

 

THE PEOPLE DIFFERENCE 

 

Whether you are trying to cross over into the ranks of continual learners, or 

you are trying to build an organization that possesses a growth 

environment, the secret to success can be found in the people who 

surround you. 

People’s ____________ and ___________ rub off on one another. 

Small people will try to put the same __________ on you that they have put 

on _______________. 

Can you imagine staying the same place forever? 
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APPLICATION: 

What is your plan? 

 

 

Are you creating a growth environment? 

 

 Remember, a growth environment is one in which: 

 Others are ahead of them (this means you are growing). 

 They are continually challenged. 

 The focus is forward (on the future, not past mistakes). 

 The atmosphere is affirming. 

 They are often out of their comfort zone (but not their strength 

zone). 

 They wake up excited (they are excited about coming to work). 

 Failure is not their enemy (they are allowed to take risks). 

 Others are growing (you must place a high value on growth for 

everyone). 

 People desire change. 

 Growth is modeled and expected (by you and others). 
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Chapter 15: 

LEADERS DISTINGUISH THEMSELVES  

DURING TOUGH TIMES 

 

When people are faced with this kind of _______________, they can run 

from it, or they can try to overcome it. 

What is your current goal as a leader? 

 

WHAT IS A LEADER TO DO? 

 

I can’t __________ people if I ___________ people. 

How does needing people hinder your ability to lead others? 

 

MAKING THE TOUGH CALL 

 

Every leader faces ___________ times – and that’s when leaders 

distinguish themselves and show who they really are. 

How do you know when you’re facing a tough call and need to be at your 

best as a leader?  

 

You’ll know when the decision is marked by these three things: 

1. The tough call demands _____________. 
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If you are not willing to take risks, what kind of leader will you be? 

 

2. A tough call brings with it an _______________ battle. 

“All significant battles are waged within self.” – Sheldon Koop 

Do you make sure you are convinced about the right course of action 

before you try to convince others?  

 

How do you know it is the right course? 

 

3. A tough call will ______________ you as leader. 

If everything was going well, people wouldn’t need you! 

 

“When the right person is the leader, he does even better during tough times.”            

– Rudy Giuliani 

 

When an organization has momentum, do you believe anyone can lead? 

 

 

RISING TO THE OCCASION 

 

One of the keys to being prepared for your finest hour is to make the tough 

calls in the smaller minutes that _______________ it. 
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If you aren’t willing to take care of the little _____________, don’t expect to 

be able to rise up to meet the ____________ ones. 

No matter how tough it gets, a real leader will keep on ____________ and 

_______________ give up. 

If you keep doing the ___________ thing, you will continue to gain 

____________ responsibility. 

 

What are some challenges where you were able to rise to the occasion? 

 

 

APPLICATION: 

Have you made the tough calls in the past? 

 

Are you prepared to win the battle within? 

 

Are you playing it too safe as a leader? 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 16 & 17 for our next Mastermind group session.  
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Chapter 16: 

PEOPLE QUIT PEOPLE, NOT COMPANIES 

 

How many people ever quit a job because of a bad leader or a bad 

relationship at work?  

 

THE DOOR SWINGS BOTH WAYS 

 

All organizations have an ___________ and ____________ of people that 

works similar to that of a revolving door. 

People come in through that door because they have a ____________ they 

want to be part of that company. 

But when they ___________ the company through that door, chances are 

they all have something in common. Their desire for “greener pastures” is 

often motivated by the need to get away from ______________. 

Some people cannot get along with anyone. Wherever they go, 

___________ goes with them. 

“Some cause happiness wherever they go. Some cause happiness whenever they go.” 

– Oscar Wilde 

 

WHO DO PEOPLE QUIT? 

 

As leaders, we’d like to think that when people leave, it has little to do with 

us. But the reality is that we are often the _______________. 
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Some sources estimate that as many as _____ percent of people leaving 

companies do so because of their _______________. 

 

So what kinds of employees quit? Most often they come in four types: 

1. People quit people who _______________ them. 

If we don’t respect someone, can we treat them with respect? 

 

2. People quit people who are _______________. 

5 ways that leaders lose the ______ of their people in the workplace: 

 Acting inconsistently in what they say and do. 

 Seeking personal gain above shared gain. 

 Withholding information. 

 Lying or telling half-truths. 

 Being close-minded. 

Have you ever worked with people you couldn’t trust?  

How did it make you feel? 

 

3. People quit people who are _______________. 

What happens when the skill of a leader isn’t that of the people 

around them? 

 

4. People quit people who are _______________. 
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What are some of the signs of an insecure leader? 

 

 

RECIPE FOR RETENTION 

 

Here are the things John does to remind himself that people quit people, 

not companies: 

1. I take responsibility for my relationships with others. 

2. When people leave me, I do an exit interview. 

3. I put a high value on those who work with me. 

4. I put credibility at the top of my leadership list. 

5. I recognize that my positive emotional health creates a secure 

   environment for people. 

6. I maintain a teachable spirit and nurture my passion for personal growth. 

If you want to keep your best people and help your organization, fulfill its 

mission, then become a better leader. 

 

What is your recipe for retention?  

 

What level of ownership do you take for your losses? 
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APPLICATION: 

Can your people rely on you? 

 Is there ever inconsistency between what I say and what I do? 

 Do I ever seek personal gain above the shared gain of the team? 

 Do I ever withhold information from my people? 

 Do I ever lie or tell half-truths? 

 Am I ever close-minded? 

 

What is your attitude toward your people? If you are a leader, how do you 

see your people? 

 Are they subordinates who simply need to do what you say? 

 Are they resources to be managed and manipulated? 

 Are they a necessary evil to be tolerated in order to make the 

business succeed? 

 Are they co-laborers who have a valuable and necessary role just as 

you do? 

 

Do you express your appreciation? If so, how? 
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Chapter 17: 

EXPERIENCE IS NOT THE BEST TEACHER 

 

One of the most frustrating things for young leaders is having to wait to get 

their chance to shine. Leaders are naturally ____________, and I was no 

different. 

Are you willing to pay your dues, learn your lessons and wait your turn? 

 

HOW WILL EXPERIENCE MARK YOU? 

 

We all begin our lives as empty _______________. 

Every day we have an opportunity to record new ______________ on our 

pages. 

Some people leave the notebook ______________ most of their lives. 

Others fill their pages, but they never take the time to reflect on them and 

gain greater wisdom and understanding. 

Experience teaches nothing, but evaluated experience teaches everything. 

How does reflection turn experience into insight? 

 

GAINING FROM EXPERIENCE 

Do you know people who have lots of knowledge but little understanding? 

They may have means, but don’t know the meaning of anything important?  
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1. We all experience more than we _______________. 

“Experience enables you to recognize a mistake when you make it again.” 

 – Boston Red Sox pitcher. 

Do you reflect on your daily experiences? Why or why not? 

 

2. Our ______________ toward unplanned and unpleasant experiences 

determines our _____________. 

What are some detours you have experienced? 

 

3. Lack of experience is _______________. 

“The arrogance of the young is a direct result of not having known enough 

consequences. The turkey that every day greedily approaches the farmer who tosses 

him grain is not wrong. It is just that no one ever told him about Thanksgiving.”           

– Harry Golden 

Which of your detours was more costly?  

 

Was the cost in dollars, people, skills or something else? 

 

4. _______________ is also costly. 

What did you learn from the cost and how do you apply that knowledge? 

 

5. Not evaluating the ______________ from experience is more costly. 
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“Don’t just learn something from every experience. Learn something positive.”          

– Allen Neuharth 

Was your learning experience positive? Why or why not? 

 

6. Evaluated experience ____________ a person above the crowd. 

“The young man knows the rules, but the old man knows the exceptions.”  

– Oliver Wendell Holmes 

 

What evaluation tools are you using? 

 

APPLICATION: 

 

How often do you pause to reflect on your experiences? 

 

How do you record what you’ve learned? 

 

How do you evaluate your year? 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 18 & 19 for our next Mastermind group session. 
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Chapter 18: 

THE SECRET TO A GOOD MEETING IS THE MEETING 

BEFORE THE MEETING 

 

“Meetings are indispensable when you don’t want to do anything.”  

– John Kenneth Galbraith 

Have you ever planned a meeting only to be bushwhacked in it by the 

people you asked to attend? What was your response? 

 

THE SECRET TO A GOOD MEETING 

 

Olan Hendrix explained that meetings usually fail for two main reasons: 

1) The leader doesn’t have a _____________ agenda. 

2) Other people in the meeting have their own _____________. 

 

This is why you have the “meeting before the meeting”: 

1. The meeting before the meeting helps you to _____________ buy-in. 

What are your thoughts on having a meeting before the meeting? 

 

2. The meeting before the meeting helps followers to gain _____________. 

How would allowing your people to gain perspective before the 

meeting help your organization?  
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Can you think of a way it may hinder your organization? 

 

3. The meeting before the meeting helps to _____________ your influence. 

     How are you building influence with your people outside of meetings? 

 

4. The meeting before the meeting helps you _______________ trust. 

What is the level of trust between you and your people in your 

organization? Is there room for improvement? 

 

5. The meeting before the meeting helps you avoid being _____________.  

Do you have an instance where you didn’t follow your intuition and had to 

learn from it?  

Do you trust your people’s intuition? 

 

Set up meetings using the following three categories for the agenda: 

 Information items  

 Study items:  

 Action items: 

Can you get a feel for this process in regard to how it would operate in 

your organization? 
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WHO TO MEET WITH 

If you’re someone who ____________ meetings, John suggests you take 

the following advice: 

 If you can’t have the meeting before the meeting, don’t have the meeting. 

 If you do have the meeting before the meeting, but it doesn’t go well, don’t have 

the meeting. 

 If you have the meeting before the meeting and it goes as well as you hoped, 

then have the meeting! 

A _______________ never has to recover from a good start. 

Have you ever scheduled a meeting only to cancel it because something 

didn’t seem right? 

 

APPLICATION: 

Are your meetings structured? 

Have you connected with the key influencers? 

What is your plan for the next big change? 

Plan meetings according to the levels of influence: 

 Begin with individuals who influence the top positional leaders. 

 Then meet with the top positional leaders. 

 Then meet with the top 20 percent of influencers in the department or 

organization. 

 Then meet with everyone in the department or organization. 
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Chapter 19: 

BE A CONNECTOR, NOT JUST A CLIMBER 

 

My early _______________ about leadership: 

1. I thought my leadership __________ made me a leader. 

2. I thought climbing the leadership ladder was __________ 

_____________ than connecting with people. 

How should you try to get to the top? 

 

CHANGE IN ATTITUDE 

Have you shared any of your ideas or materials with other organizations? 

Why or why not? 

 

WHICH KIND OF LEADER ARE YOU? 

 

Most leaders naturally fall into either the climber or connector camp. They 

are either highly positional or highly relational. 

Which type of leader are you? 

 

1. Climbers think ______________ – Connectors think _______________. 

Where would you say is the focus of your thinking? 
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2. Climbers focus on ___________ – Connectors focus on ____________. 

When have you majored on position and minored on relationships in this 

last month? 

 

3. Climbers value ____________ – Connectors value ______________. 

How do you fight competition and feed cooperation on your team? 

 

4. Climbers seek __________ – Connectors seek _____________. 

When was your last partnership established with someone on your 

team? 

 

5. Climbers build their __________ – Connectors build ______________. 

What can you do to build consensus on your team? 

 

6. Climbers want to stand ________ – Connectors want to stand together. 

Reflect on a recent team challenge. What could you have done to build 

common ground? 

 

Can you cite some examples of where it is important to temper your 

competitiveness and slow down to build relationships? 
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THE SHIFT TOWARD CONNECTION 

Success is _____________ – but relationships are ____________. 

Describe a relationship you have that has lasted the test of time.   

 

What can you do today to move closer to being a connector? 

 

APPLICATION: 

What is your natural inclination? Are you a climber or connector? 

 Climbers    Connectors 

 Think Vertically   Think Horizontally 

 Focus on Position   Focus on Relationships 

 Value Competition   Value Cooperation 

 Seek Power    Seek Partnerships 

 Build Their Image   Build Consensus 

 Want to Stand Apart  Want to Stand Together 

 

How can you become a better connector?  

“If you are a natural climber, you probably need to do more connecting with 

people.” 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 20 & 21 for our next Mastermind group session. 
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THE CHOICES YOU MAKE, MAKE YOU 

“What we do on some great occasion will probably depend on what we already are: and 

what we are will be the result of previous years of self-discipline.” 

 – English Theologian H.P. Liddon 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS 

 

Perhaps our greatest _________ in life is the power to _____________. 

“There is a choice you have to make in everything you do. So, keep in mind that in the 

end, the choice you make, makes you.” – John Wooden 

 

When John thinks about the tough choices he’s made, he realized three 

things: 

1. My choices have ____________ me myself.  

2. Many choices were not ____________.  

3. The choices I made ______________ who I was.  

What choices have defined you? 

 

CHOOSING YOUR CHOICES 

 

Choice #1: My standards for myself will be ____________ than what others 

might set for me. 

“Excellence is the gradual result of always striving to do better.” – Pat Riley 
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What standards have you set for yourself? 

 

Choice #2: Helping people is more important than making them ________. 

“Leadership is among other things, the ability to inflict pain and get away with 

it…short-term pain for long-term gain.” – George F. Will 

Are you more concerned with helping people or making them happy? 

 

Choice #3: My focus will be on the present. 

Are you stuck in the past?  

 

Are you still making past mistakes?  

 

What drives your choices? 

 

APPLICATION: 

What major choices have changed your life? 

 

What key choices have you made (or will you make) to guide your 

leadership? 

 

Are you prepared to make difficult choices? 
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Chapter 21: 

INFLUENCE SHOULD BE LOANED BUT NEVER GIVEN 

 

What type of influence do you have over others? 

 

THE VALUE OF INFLUENCE 

1. Influence exists to ______________ for those who don’t have influence. 

2. Influence exists to _____________ to those who do have influence. 

3. Influence exists to be _______________ on to others. 

What does influence mean to you? 

 

HELP ALONG THE WAY 

 

Young leaders aren’t that ______, and old leaders aren’t that _________! 

Have you received credibility from a person of influence? In what way? 

 

GIVING AWAY MY INFLUENCE 

 

1. They failed to _____________ their own leadership using my influence. 

Have you gained the influence of another and failed to build on it? 
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2. They took my influence for _______________. 

If you borrow the influence of another, what else do you expect to come 

with that influence? 

 

3. They were unable to build the _____________ by passing on influence 

to others. 

“You cannot give what you don’t have.”  

Why is that important? 

 

LET’S CALL THIS A LOAN 

 

Influence should never be given to others; it should only be ___________! 

It’s like an _______________, and you should expect a return. 

 

Here are some guidelines that help me to loan my influence: 

1. Not everyone will _______________ the loan of my influence. 

Who have you invested in that never gave you a return? 

Who has invested in you that never saw a return? 

 

2. Those who receive the loan of my influence will be _______________. 

Is there someone on your team who you need to call into account? 
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3. I expect a good ______________ on my loan. 

Of the three guidelines above, which one is the most important one to 

you? 

 

APPLICATION: 

Are there people you need to speak up for? 

 

What do you expect in return for your influence? 

 

Where do you need to increase your level of influence with others? 

 

If you don’t have influence you would like, try working on the eight things 

listed here: 

 Insight: what do you know 

 Ability: what you do 

 Character: who you are 

 Passion: what you feel 

 Success: what you achieve 

 Intuition: what you sense 

 Confidence: how secure you make others feel 

 Charisma: how you connect 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 22 & 23 for our next Mastermind group session. 
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Chapter 22: 

FOR EVERYTHING YOU GAIN, YOU GIVE UP SOMETHING 

“The greatest detriment to tomorrow’s success is today’s success.” – Rick Warren 

 

Are you willing to give up all that you have for a new level of growth? 

 

WHAT IS THE NEXT LEVEL WORTH? 

 

“By avoiding risk, we really risk what is most important in life – reaching toward growth, 

our potential and true contribution to a common goal.” – Max DePree 

 

The ___________ we go, the ____________ it is to make trade-offs. 

Many climb partway up the mountain of their ____________ and then stop. 

They come to a place where they are ____________ to give up something 

in order to get the next thing. As a result, they stall -some forever. 

What is your next level of growth worth to you? 

 

WHAT WILL YOU TRADE? 

 

Ten Trade-Offs Worth Making: 

1. Trade affirmation for _______________. 

2. Trade security for _______________. 
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3. Trade financial gain for future _______________. 

4. Trade immediate pleasure for ___________ - ___________. 

5. Trade exploration for ____________. 

6. Trade quantity of life for ____________ of life. 

Your life is like a teacup, flowing over. There’s no room for anything new. 

You need to pour out, not take more in. 

7. Trade acceptable for ____________. 

8. Trade addition for _______________. 

9. Trade the first half for the ______________ half. 

“Most people who are successful in the first half of their life try to do the second half 

of their life in the same way.” Bob Buford 

10. Trade your work for God for a walk with God. 

 

In what ways can these ten lessons serve you?  

 

Which one resonates the most with you and why? 

 

 

ARE YOU WILLING TO GIVE UP TO GO UP? 

 

To be an excellent leader, I think you have to learn to travel ___________. 

You must learn to off-load before trying to _____________. 
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People naturally ___________ that. We want to stay in our ____________ 

zone and hold onto what’s familiar. 

Every new level of growth we hope to experience as leaders calls for a new 

level of ______________. You cannot have one without the other. 

If you want to be a better leader, get ready to make some ____________. 

Do you have a willingness to keep making trades? 

 

APPLICATION: 

What trades have you made? (Refer to the 10 trades listed in the chapter) 

 

What additional trades do you need to make? 

 

What will you trade for the betterment of your people? 
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THOSE WHO START THE JOURNEY WITH YOU SELDOM 

FINISH WITH YOU 

Have you ever felt the disappointment not finishing a journey with those 

you started? What happened? 

 

FEW GO THE DISTANCE 

 

In The 17 Indisputable Laws of Teamwork, John wrote about the 

importance of his team and what it does for him: 

 My team makes me better than I am. 

 My team multiplies my value to others. 

 My team enables me to do what I do best. 

 My team gives me more time. 

 My team represents me where I cannot go. 

 My team provides community for our enjoyment. 

 My team fulfills the desires of my heart. 

What does your team do for you? 

 

ALL ABOARD! 

“If the organization was like a train going down a track, then I was the engineer and the 

conductor. I drove the train and made sure everyone was on board. Whatever it took, I 

was determined to get them on board with me for the journey.” 
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1. Not everyone will take the _______________ with you. 

Discuss someone who did not take the journey with you? 

 

2. Not everyone ______________ take the journey with you. 

Who do you need to stop the train for so they can get off? 

 

3. Not everyone ____________ take the journey with you. 

Are you forcing your team to be on your train? 

 

GAINING PERSPECTIVE 

 

1. I waited for people I _______________have waited for. 

Discuss if your team is waiting for you or someone else on the team? 

 

2. I felt _______________ when I lost a key player. 

What are the potential reasons people would leave you? 

 

3. I believed important players on my team couldn’t be _______________. 

Who are in investing in right now? 
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4. I had to learn to appreciate those who were with me for only a brief time. 

Why is it hard to move on after someone leaves? 

 

When a key person leaves your team, what is your strategy to replace 

them? 

 

APPLICATION: 

What is your reaction to people’s leaving the team? 

 

Have you been waiting too long for people to go to the next level? 

 Determine what kind of issue you’re dealing with. If it is… 

 Opportunity – give them what they need to go to the next level. 

 Fit – put them somewhere else that matches their strengths. 

 Potential – find out if they have the ability to improve. 

 Attitude – find out if they want to go to the next level. 

 

Where are the net key players coming from? 

 

Everyone you meet is a potential team member. 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 24 & 25 for our next Mastermind group session. 
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Chapter 24: 

FEW LEADERS ARE SUCCESSFUL UNLESS A LOT OF 

PEOPLE WANT THEM TO BE 

“It takes a lot of people to create a success. That’s why I say that few leaders are 

successful unless a lot of people want them to be.” 

 

NO SOLO LEADERS 

Aside from appreciating and thanking others, what else should you focus 

on to help grown support of your increasing success? 

 

HELP ALONG THE WAY 

As a leader, you will never get ahead until your people are _________ you. 

When I look back at all the people who have helped me along over the 

years, I realize they fall into two main groups: __________ and _________. 

 

Here is what is interesting about mentors: 

 Some helped me who ___________ knew me – books others have 

written; information others have written about them; and their ideas. 

 Some who knew me never knew they helped me – those who have 

modeled principles of leadership. 

 Some knew me and knew they helped me – those people were 

intentional in their assistance. 
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The supporters often take another role: they _____ me up and _________ 

me better than I am on my own. Identifying characteristics of supporters: 

 Time Relievers – people who save me time. 

 Gift Complementors – people who do things I am not gifted to do. 

 Team Players – people who add value to me and my team. 

 Creative Thinkers – people who solve problems and give me options. 

 Door Closers – people who complete assignments with excellence. 

 People Developers – people who develop and raise up other leaders and 

producers. 

 Servant Leaders – people who lead with the right attitude. 

 Mind Stretchers – people who expand my thinking and my spirit. 

 Relational Networkers – people who bring other people into my life who add 

value to me. 

 Spiritual Mentors – people who encourage me in my faith walk. 

 Unconditional Lovers – people who know my weaknesses yet love me 

unconditionally. 

“Behind an able man are always other able men [and women].” Chinese proverb 

List some mentors and some supporters you have. Are they aware of their 

role? In what ways have you been able to thank them? 

 

THE VISION DEPENDS ON OTHERS 

My dreams are always bigger than I am, I have only two choices: I can 

__________ up, or I can _________ help! I choose to seek help. 
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People ______________ working for someone who appreciates them. 

What is your response as a leader when you understand that each person 

plays a part in my success? 

 

APPLICATION: 

Who supports you? 

 Time Relievers – people who save me time. 

 Gift Complementors – people who do things I am not gifted to do. 

 Team Players – people who add value to me and my team. 

 Creative Thinkers – people who solve problems and give me options. 

 Door Closers – people who complete assignments with excellence. 

 People Developers – people who develop and raise up other leaders and 

producers. 

 Servant Leaders – people who lead with the right attitude. 

 Mind Stretchers – people who expand my thinking and my spirit. 

 Relational Networkers – people who bring other people into my life who add 

value to me. 

 Spiritual Mentors – people who encourage me in my faith walk. 

 Unconditional Lovers – people who know my weaknesses, yet love me 

unconditionally. 

 

How do you say thank you? 

Who are your mentors, both past and present? 
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YOU ONLY GET ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS YOU ASK 

“He who asks is a fool for five minutes, but he who does not ask is a fool forever.”  

– Chinese proverb 

When you know the right questions and go to the right people with them, 

you will ultimately get the right answers! 

Do you have the confidence to ask the questions? 

 

THE QUEST FOR THE RIGHT QUESTIONS 

 

No _______________ – no _______________. 

“Quality questions create a quality life. Successful people ask better questions and as a 

result, they get better answers.” – Anthony Robbins 

 

THE FIRST PERSON TO ASK… 

 

Before you go out and interview a bunch of leaders, you need to do 

something else first. You need to ask yourself a few questions: 

1. Am I investing in ____________? – This is a personal growth question. 

What is your growth plan for after this Mastermind Group? 

 

2. Am I genuinely interested in ___________? - This is a ______ question. 

What would others say is your motive for business? 
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3. Am I doing what I _________ and loving what I do? – This is a 

______________ question. 

How can you tell when you love what you do? 

 

4. Am I investing my time with the right __________? – This is a 

_______________ question. 

    Who should you be investing more time with? 

 

5. Am I staying in my strength ______? – This is an effectiveness question. 

What generally pulls you away for your strength zone? 

 

6. Am I taking others to a __________ level? – This is a _______ question. 

Where is the evidence people are going to a higher level with you? 

 

7. Am I taking care of __________? – This is a _____________ question. 

Do you have a Rule of 5? 

 

8. Am I taking time to _________? – This is a strategic leadership question. 

What steps do you need to take to increase your thinking time? 
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9. Am I developing other __________? – This is a ____________ question. 

Identify 3 emerging leaders you can invest in this year? 

 

10. Am I pleasing ___________? – This is a ____________ question. 

One of the key questions of my faith is, “What good will it be for a man 

if he gains the whole world, yet forfeits his soul?” 

 

Of the ten questions listed above, which one resonates with you the most? 

How often are you asking yourself questions? 

 

APPLICATION: 

Is your ego getting in the way of your growth? 

 

How open are you to asking questions that may expose your ignorance or 

inexperience? 

 

What questions do you need to ask yourself? (Refer to the 10 questions) 

 

 

 

Discuss your plans with the Mastermind next week. 

Read Chapters 26 & Conclusion for your last Mastermind group session. 
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Chapter 26: 

PEOPLE WILL SUMMARIZE YOUR LIFE IN ONE SENTENCE 

– PICK IT NOW 

 

Do you wonder who would attend your funeral?  

Do you wonder what people would say?  

How would you summarize your life? 

 

WHAT WILL I LEAVE BEHIND? 

 

“I certainly don’t want to be remembered for trophies and national championships. I 

hope people will remember me as one who was kind and considerate of others.”  

– John Wooden UCLA Bruins Coach 

 

What will your legacy be? 

 

WHAT WILL YOU LEAVE BEHIND? 

“Life is like a parachute jump, you’ve got to get it right the first time,” 

 – Eleanor Roosevelt 

 

We can create a legacy ____________ leaving.  

 

To accomplish this, I suggest that you do the following: 
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1. Choose today the legacy you want to _____________ others. 

“Most people don’t lead their lives; they just accept them.” – John Kotter 

Have you thought about what you want to leave others? 

 

2. _____________ today the legacy you want to leave. 

Are you intentionally living the legacy you want to leave? 

 

3. Appreciate today the _______________ of a good legacy. 

“The greatest thing this generation can do is lay a few steppingstones for the next 

generation.” – Charles F. Kettering 

    What stepping-stones are you leaving of value to others? 

 

INVESTING IN THE NEXT GENERATION 

 

“We should so live and labor in our time that what came to us a seed may go to the next 

generation as blossom; and what came to us as blossom may to go them as fruit. This 

is what we mean by progress.” – Henry Ward Beecher 

What kind of bridge are you building for those who follow behind you?  

 

Are you making the most of your leadership – not just for yourself, not just 

for those who follow you today, but also for those who will follow you 

tomorrow? 
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APPLICATION: 

How important has a legacy been to you? 

 

What do you want your legacy to be? 

 

Determining your legacy take time. To start the process, ask yourself the 

following three questions. 

 What are my responsibilities? (This helps identify what you should do.) 

 What are my abilities? (This helps identify what you can do.) 

 What are my opportunities? (This helps identify what you could do.) 

After answering the questions, try to use your answers to write a succinct 

“life sentence.” Are you living that legacy today? 

 

CONCLUSION 

Leadership doesn’t develop in a ___________. It develops over a lifetime. 

 

You can make a greater ___________ by developing a small cadre of 

leaders than by ___________ a huge army of followers. 

 

What are your biggest take away from these lessons? 

What are your next steps in your personal growth? 
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